Introduction
In 2002, the Vermont legislature funded a commuter train from Burlington to Charlotte, 13 miles away (see Appendix A for definitions of terms such as commuter rail, light rail, and streetcars). To ensure funds were effectively spent, the legislature set targets for the service and asked for an audit after one year. 1 The audit found the rail line's capital costs were more than twice the projected amounts; the operating costs were nearly three times projections; the trains carried less than half of the projected riders; and fare revenues were less than a third of projections. 2 The audit also found that the environmental benefits of the project were nil: the diesel locomotives powering the trains used more energy and emitted more pollution than the cars the transit service took off the road. 3 The legislature cancelled the train.
Vermont taxpayers were fortunate that the state had not accepted any federal funds to support this project, as those funds come with a string attached: if a federally funded transit project is cancelled before the end of its expected lifespan, the local transit agency must repay the prorated value of all grants to the federal government. While there is a limited market for buses and railcars, it would be very difficult for an agency to recover any investments it makes in stations, tracks, and other fixed infrastructure. This means it can be less expensive to keep running the trains than to admit they are a failure.
The vast majority of rail transit projects in the nation today receive federal funds. Transit officials are unlikely to tell taxpayers, "Our rail transit project is a failure, but we need your tax dollars to keep it running because we can't afford to repay the federal grants." Instead, transit agencies that receive federal funds invariably claim success no matter how much the rail line costs and how few people ride it.
For example, in 2006 Tennessee spent $41 million to start the Music City Star, a commuter train from Lebanon to Nashville. 4 In 2008, the second full year of operation, the train carried a weekday average of just 264 rush-hour commuters to and from work, and fares of $616,000 barely covered 15 percent of the line's $4.1 million operating costs. 5 This represents an annualized cost of more than $25,000 per commuter, enough to buy each commuter using the train a new Toyota Prius every year for the next 30 years. 6 Yet Nashville's Regional Transportation Authority hopes to parlay the "success" of this line into getting funding for six more commuter-rail routes, while transit officials in Louisville, Indianapolis, and other cities cite the Star as an example of a "successful" train they wish to emulate. 7 Before funding a project, voters and appropriators should ask rail supporters, "How do you define success?" It is not enough that people ride the trains, as many and often most of those riders were formerly on buses whose costs are far lower than rail transit. Nor is it enough if the trains attract some people out of their automobiles. Transit agencies typically operate trains at far greater frequencies and with fewer stops (resulting in higher average speeds) than buses. Since buses can easily operate at higher frequencies and with fewer stops-a type of service called bus rapid transit-taxpayers can legitimately question whether rail riders are attracted by the glitzy, expensive trains or simply appreciate the frequencies and speeds that could have been provided by much less expensive buses.
Advocates often claim rail transit will reduce traffic congestion, save energy, and reduce emissions of pollution and greenhouse gases. But the truth is that, outside of New York City, rail transit carries far too few people for it to have any significant effect on congestion or environmental quality. While rail transit carries about 10 percent of motorized travel in the New York urban area, it carries less than 3.5 percent in the San Francisco and Washington urban areas, less than 3.0 percent in the Boston and Chicago urban areas, less than 2.0 percent in the Philadelphia urban area, and less than 1 percent in Atlanta; Portland, Oregon; and all other urban areas with rail transit in the United States. 8 Realizing this, rail advocates often carefully word their proposals so as not to claim that rail transit actually relieves congestion, but 2 Transit agencies that receive federal funds invariably claim success no matter how much the rail line costs and how few people ride it.
simply that it will give frustrated motorists a choice. But there are lots of potential travel choices, including pedicabs, limousines, helicopters, and aerial tramways. Simply because an alternative is available does not mean taxpayers should subsidize it. A more recent argument is that rail transit stimulates economic development. Developers are more likely to invest near rail lines than bus routes, the argument goes, because rail transit represents a large investment in immobile infrastructure while bus services can more easily be cancelled or eliminated. In fact, a close look reveals that almost all so-called transit-oriented developments along subsidized rail transit lines are themselves heavily subsidized and would not have been built without those subsidies.
To determine when and if rail transit is worthwhile, this paper will assess America's rail transit lines against several objective criteria:
• The Profitability Test: How close do rail transit lines come to covering their capital and operating costs?
• The Ridership Test: What effect does construction of new rail transit lines have on overall transit ridership?
• The Cost-Efficiency Test: How do rail transit investments compare with investments in improved bus service?
• The Cable Car Test: Are rail transit systems more productive than the most costly land transit system in the nation, the San Francisco cable car?
• The Economic Development Test: Does rail transit contribute to economic development or does it merely provide an excuse for more subsidies to such development?
• The Transportation Network Test: What effects do new rail transit lines have on a region's overall transportation network?
The Profitability Test
The most obvious candidate for testing the success of rail transit is profitability: does rail transit cover its costs? There are many valid reasons why profitability should be used as a test of the value of rail transit. Profits are a proxy for net social benefits, and while the proxy is imperfect, it provides an important discipline to public spending. Once the idea of earning a profit disappears, transit agencies might just as well invest $1 billion as $1 million in transit improvements, because there is no particular reason to consider the former any worse than the latter. In fact, politically it is likely to be much better.
As it turns out, no rail transit line in the country comes close to covering its operating costs, much less its total cost (see Appendix B for information on data sources). In 2008 New York City subways had the best financial performance of any rail transit system in the nation, yet subway fares covered just two-thirds of operating costs ( Table 1 ). Average light-rail fares cover less than 30 percent of operating costs. 9 Transit fares have not contributed a single penny to rail capital costs for at least 60 years (see Appendix C for calculations of capital costs).
One reason for transit's lack of profits is that most transit systems in the United States are publicly owned and tax subsidized, and thus have no profit motive. While privatization of transit could improve the efficiency of transit service, it is unlikely that even private operators would ever choose to build rail transit lines in the United States. Once existing lines were worn out, they would probably replace most of them with buses.
Transit advocates argue that rail transit loses money everywhere in the world, and the United States should not expect to do any better. In fact, rail transit earns a profit in Hong Kong and Tokyo, two cities that are far denser than anywhere in the United States outside of Manhattan. Beyond that, the idea that taxpayers in France, Germany, and other countries are foolish enough to subsidize what may be an obsolete form of travel does not justify America doing the same.
The Ridership Test
A second criterion that could be used is the effect of rail transit on overall transit ridership. 3 No rail transit line in the country comes close to covering its operating costs, much less its total cost. Rail advocates claim that many people won't ride buses, but they will ride trains. If true, construction of a new rail transit line could increase ridership in the transit corridor. But, as Department of Transportation researcher Don Pickrell pointed out in 1989, the real question is: what is the effect of rail transit on regional transit ridership? 10 If the high cost of rails leads a transit agency to raise fares or reduce other transit services, transit ridership outside the rail corridors may suffer, offsetting any gains in the rail corridor. Table 2 shows that, for one reason or another, per capita transit ridership has declined in a majority of urban regions that have rail transit. Moreover, increases in some of the cities, such as Albuquerque, Charlotte, and Phoenix, took place before the opening of rail transit lines. In Miami's case, the increase took place only after the transit agency began to emphasize buses when its rail lines failed to perform.
Fewer than one out of four rail regions can honestly argue that new rail transit lines gen-6 Per capita transit ridership has declined in most regions that have rail transit. portation to another that is heavily subsidized. Table 3 shows that, when compared with passenger travel by auto, transit's share of travel has declined in most rail regions since 1980 (or the year of the decennial census before post-1990 rail lines opened). Increases in Albuquerque, Nashville, Phoenix, and Seattle took place before rail lines opened; Los Angeles's increase took place after the transit agency was ordered by a federal judge to restore bus service that had been cut to help pay for the rail system. Only Denver, Minneapolis, Salt Lake City, San Diego, San Jose, and Washington can honestly say that new rail transit lines contributed to increases in transit's market share, and these increases tend to be very small.
The Cost-Efficiency Test
A major reason offered for giving subsidies to rail transit is that rail transit produces nonmarket benefits, such as mobility for lowincome people who lack access to an automobile, congestion relief, and reduced air pollution, that might not be captured in transit fares. Taxpayers, the reasoning goes, should be willing to subsidize transit to obtain these benefits. Of course, in cities where transit ridership declined following rail construction, it is difficult for rail advocates to argue that rail lines produce any social benefits at all.
Even if a rail line has increased overall transit ridership, that does not necessarily mean it is good for the environment. Rail advocates point out that steel wheels have less friction than rubber tires. This makes a big difference for freight, but less for passengers.
A freight car that weighs 50 tons can carry 100 tons of freight. But a 50-ton passenger car can only hold a few hundred passengers, and, as Table 1 shows, the average for light-and heavy-rail cars (which weigh about 50 tons) is 25 passengers. That means the average weight per passenger is about 4,000 pounds. That is at least twice the weight per passenger of a typical passenger auto carrying the national average of 1.6 people. This high weight-to-passen-ger ratio partly or wholly offsets the savings from steel wheels.
Commuter rail can be even worse considering the added weight of the locomotive. For example, Dallas-Ft. Worth commuter trains typically use a locomotive weighing 260,000 pounds, pulling an average of 3.7 passenger cars weighing 110,000 pounds each for a total of 667,000 pounds. The cars have nearly 150 seats, but in 2008 they carried an average of just 24 people each, for a weight-per-person of more than 7,500 pounds. As a result, they consumed 50 percent more energy and emitted 40 percent more carbon dioxide per passenger mile than the average passenger auto. 11 Where rail transit does increase ridership, the criterion to use is cost-efficiency: Is rail transit the least costly way of obtaining a fixed amount of nonmarket benefits? Or, alternatively, does rail transit provide the greatest amount of these benefits for a fixed amount of money?
Rail advocates object to using true cost-efficiency analyses. In January 2010, rail supporters cheered when Transportation Secretary Ray LaHood announced he was abolishing costeffectiveness rules and would instead judge projects based on whether they promote "livability," a concept that is impossible to quantify. 12 The rules LaHood was eliminating had been written under the previous transportation secretary, Mary Peters.
In 2005, Peters required that, to be eligible for federal funding, new rail transit projects must cost less than $24 per hour of savings to transportation users. 13 This test failed to discriminate between projects that cost only $1 per hour and projects that cost $23 per hour, but at least projects that cost more than $24 were eliminated, including many rail proposals. Under Peters, the Federal Transit Administration also required that cities applying for funds for streetcar projects demonstrate that streetcars were more cost-efficient than buses. As a result, almost all of the cities that had been preparing to apply for federal grants for streetcars gave up those plans. 14 In deciding to repeal these rules, LaHood was saying, in effect, that the FTA would be willing to fund rail transit projects no matter 8 In January 2010, Transportation Secretary Ray LaHood abolished costeffectiveness rules for federal transit grants, saying, in effect, that he was willing to fund rail projects no matter how much money they waste.
how much money they waste relative to alternatives. This makes many more rail projects eligible for federal funding. Still, taxpayers have an interest in knowing whether rail transit is cost-effective compared with buses or other alternative forms of transportation.
Though rail's capital cost is much greater than for buses, rail advocates argue that rail's operational savings will more than make up for the added capital cost. Rail cars cost as much or more to operate per mile as buses, rail advocates concede, but rail cars have higher capacity and thus the cost per passenger mile may be much lower. Table 4 tests this idea for all post-1970 rail lines in operation in 2008. The table estimates the number of buses needed to provide equivalent service to the rail lines and compares the estimated capital and operating costs of those buses with actual rail costs. 9 To offer equal frequencies, the table assumes that transit agencies would need at least as many buses as rail cars. Because buses are smaller than most rail cars, the table assumes agencies would need enough additional buses to ensure that average peak-hour loads are no more than 25 riders per bus. For example, Dallas light-rail cars carry an average of 50 riders during the morning peak period (which, in Dallas, is 6:00-9:00 a.m.). Although most transit buses can easily accommodate 50 riders, some trains will be even more crowded than the average peakhour trains. So Table 4 assumes that Dallas would need twice as many buses as rail cars to provide equivalent service. Table 4 assumes that transit agencies using automated guideways or streetcars could have instead used trolley-style buses that cost about $100,000 each. Agencies using light or heavy rail could have used transit buses costing about $400,000. Because commuter-rail trips tend to be longer than other transit trips, commuter-rail agencies would otherwise use longdistance coaches costing about $500,000. To convert to an annualized cost, these capital costs are amortized over 12 years at 7 percent interest as specified by FTA guidelines. Table 4 also assumes that each bus would operate as many miles per year as each rail car and that the buses would cost the 2008 national average of $9.34 per vehicle mile to 10 Table 4 finds that no automated guideway, heavy-rail, light-rail, or streetcar line is more efficient than buses offering equivalent service. Many of these lines do not even offer any operational savings to offset rail's greater capital costs.
The only systems that might be cost-efficient relative to buses are commuter-rail lines. Yet the savings are marginal. Many commuterrail agencies save money by contracting out operations to private operators such as First Transit or Veolia. On the other hand, transit agencies that contract out their bus operations spend only about two-thirds as much per vehicle mile as agencies that operate their own buses. A sensitivity test reveals that, if commuter agencies contracted out their bus operations at the national average of $6.24 per vehicle revenue mile, those buses would cost less than rail in every case.
In a few cases, there may be logistical reasons why buses could not work as well as rail. Adding nearly 1,400 buses to the Washington Metro system would more than double the number of buses used on a typical weekday, and downtown streets might not be able to accommodate those buses at the speeds offered by Metro rail. The same might be true for the San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) system. In nearly all other cases, however, buses could easily provide equal service, especially if they can operate on high-occupancy vehicle or high-occupancy/toll lanes.
Rail advocates may respond that the number of buses indicated in Table 4 might provide the same frequency of service as the trains, but not at the same speeds, because buses, unlike trains, are subject to being caught in traffic. In fact, rail lines are no speed demons: the average speed of a streetcar is less than 10 mph; the average speed of light rail is a little more than 20 mph; the average speed of heavy rail is about 30 mph; and the average speed of commuter trains is 30 to 40 mph. 15 Buses traveling on high-occupancy vehicle lanes can easily exceed those speeds.
Another argument made by rail advocates is that some people will ride trains but not buses. In fact, at least some researchers have concluded that transit ridership is more sensitive to frequencies and speed than to whether the vehicles run on rubber tires or steel wheels. "When quantifiable service characteristics such as travel time and cost are equal," says a paper in Transport Policy Journal, "there is no evident preference for rail travel over bus." 16 This has been verified by transit agencies that have increased the frequencies and speeds of their bus services using bus-rapid transit, or buses running at the same frequencies and speeds as (or faster than) light rail. Kansas City bus-rapid transit achieved a 29 percent increase in weekday ridership over the slower, less-frequent bus service that preceded it, which is comparable to gains reported for new rail lines. 17 If it is true that a few people refuse to ride buses, it remains difficult to justify taxpayer subsidies to snobs.
The Cable Car Test
Cable cars have several disadvantages compared with more modern technologies. Table 5 makes it clear why cable cars were so quickly replaced by electric streetcars (and, in turn, why streetcars were later replaced by buses): cable cars have by far the highest operating cost, per vehicle mile, of any landbased transit system in the United States.
In addition to high operating costs, San Francisco cable cars suffer from other significant disadvantages. For one, the top speed is just 9 mph, compared with top speeds (not average speeds) of 50 to 80 miles per hour for commuter-, heavy-, and light-rail lines. In addition, the cars have just 30 to 34 seats and room 11 
While some people may prefer to ride trains instead of buses, it remains difficult to justify taxpayer subsidies to snobs.
for about another 20 standees compared with around 70 seats for light-and heavy-rail cars and more than 100 for many commuter-rail cars. Finally, all three cable car routes total just 4.4 miles long, far shorter than most other rail lines.
Given these inherent disadvantages, it seems reasonable that other rail transit lines should outperform cable cars. In particular, any rail transit line should be considered an outright failure unless • fare revenues cover at least as high a share of operating costs as cable car fares;
• the average railcar carries at least as many patrons as the average cable car; and
• the rail line attracts at least as many weekday trips as cable cars.
In 2008, cable car fares covered 47.2 percent of operating costs. The average cable car carried 19.1 riders and on a typical weekday cable cars carried 20,530 trips. Given the cable cars' high operating costs, small capacities, and other disadvantages, any rail lines that cannot meet this three-part cable car test should be considered a clear waste of money, as it is likely that transit demand could easily have been satisfied with low-cost improvements in bus services. Table 1 shows that only 14 out of 70 rail transit systems in the United States pass the cable car test. Ten of these are older systems in Boston, New York, and Philadelphia. The remaining four are post-1970 rail systems: Los Angeles commuter trains, San Diego light rail, San Francisco BART, and Washington Metrorail. All but three of the remaining 56 failed the fare ratio test. Of the remainder, Denver light rail failed the occupancy test; commuter trains between Indiana and Chicago failed the weekday ridership test; and Philadelphia commuter trains failed both.
For the 14 systems that passed the cable car test, this finding does not mean that those systems should be considered successful, but only that the other 56 lines are clearly not successful. The value of the 14 lines that pass the cable car test would depend on their capital costs and on whether the social benefits justify the capital and operating subsidies. A 2006 analysis by economists Clifford Winston and Vikram Maheshri found that the costs of all rail systems in the country except BART outweighed the social benefits. 18 Some might say that the cable car test is unfair because San Francisco cable cars are mainly a tourist attraction. But many cities have built vintage streetcar lines as tourist attractions, and none of them pass the cable car test, suggesting that merely being a tourist attraction is not enough to succeed. Rail advocates might also argue that cable cars do well because they serve one of the most densely populated areas in the United 12 Despite the high cost of operating cable cars, 80 percent of the nation's other rail transit lines do not perform as well as cable cars. States. But that is exactly the point: transportation systems work when they go where people want to go, not where planners would like people to go.
The Economic Development Test
"New rail lines spur urban revival," proclaimed a recent headline in the New York Times. 19 Yet the three examples in the article belied the headline. One, in Columbus, Ohio, is in an area where no one expects a rail line will ever be built. The second, in Denver, is in an area where a rail line might be built more than a decade after the development took place. Only the third example (though the first listed in the article), in the Dallas suburb of Carrollton, involves an actual rail line, and it is doubtful that the rail line has contributed much to the town's development.
What all three examples have in common is not a rail line but subsidies, mostly in the form of tax-increment financing. The Columbus development, the Times disclosed, received $800 million in subsidies. 20 The Denver development, the Times did not disclose, received nearly $300 million in subsidies. 21 Meanwhile, the $38 million Carrollton project, the Times similarly did not disclose, received $13 million in subsidies. Ironically, much of this subsidy went to the construction of a six-story parking garage so that people can shop and work in the new development without having to take the light rail to get there. 22 To support claims that rail lines spur economic development, rail advocates often cite every new building built anywhere near a rail line, even though most would have been built without the rail line. 23 Oregon, California, and other states have required that all state offices locate near rail lines; such relocations are then credited by rail planners as having been stimulated by development.
To support transit ridership, planners particularly favor transit-oriented developments, meaning relatively high-density projects that mix housing, retail shops, and office space.
While there is no central clearinghouse for transit-oriented development data, anecdotal evidence indicates that such developments are almost always subsidized using tax-increment financing or other support. For example, a Texas developer rejected the idea of building high-density, mixed-use developments in Houston after "we discovered the ones that were economically successful were the ones that had government help." 24 Developers in Portland, Oregon, built no new transit-oriented developments along the city's light-rail line until the city began subsidizing such developments 10 years after that line opened. 25 This suggests it is the subsidies, not the rail lines, that stimulate the development.
Even to the extent that rail transit increases property values along its route, for an urban region as a whole, this is a zero-sum game: increases along the route are offset by lower property values elsewhere. It may even be a negative-sum game if higher taxes and landuse regulation needed to support the rail lines discourage economic growth. A literature review commissioned by the FTA found that "urban rail transit investments rarely 'create' new growth." At most, they "redistribute growth that would have taken place without the investment." The main beneficiaries of this redistribution were downtown property owners, which explains why they tend to strongly support rail transit projects. 26 
The Transportation Network Test
Rather than benefit the regions that build rail lines, rail transit places significant stress on those regions' transportation systems. There are four prominent forms of this stress:
Transit Apartheid: The massive investments required for rail transit usually serve a small share of the people in an urban area. Given limits on total transportation funding, spending a huge amount of money on a narrow segment of travel often leads to significant declines in the region's transportation network.
13
Subsidies to developers, not rail construction, have stimulated many of the developments along rail transit lines.
Financial stresses created by the high cost of rail transit often lead transit agencies to raise fares and cut bus services, thus harming low-income families and other transit-dependent people. Rail transit is primarily aimed at getting middle-and high-income people out of their cars, not at providing better transport for people who cannot drive. As a result, many transit systems suffer from what Clark Atlanta University professor Robert Bullard-who is sometimes called the "father of environmental justice"-calls "transportation apartheid": heavy subsidies to a few suburban transit users combined with deteriorating service to the inner-city neighborhoods where transit needs are greater. 27 The Peter Principle: Planning, building, and managing rail transit requires a completely different set of skills than those needed for a bus system. As a result, many transit agencies that build new rail lines quickly display a level of incompetence they did not exhibit when running only buses, exhibited by large cost overruns, overestimated ridership projections, and other unforeseen problems related to building and managing rail lines.
Transit agencies can purchase buses moreor-less off the shelf and instantly reroute them in response to changing travel demands. Train cars are generally custom-made and rail lines require years to plan and build. While buses operate on a pay-as-you-go basis, most rail projects require agencies to go heavily into debt. While bus planners need do little more than look out the window to see where people want to go, rail planners must accurately project costs, ridership, fares, and tax revenues for decades in advance.
Brookings Institution scholar Clifford Winston tells the story of the Capital Centre, an entertainment and sports venue outside of Washington, D.C., that was so popular that Metro decided to build a rail line to serve it. "After decades of planning and delay," says Winston, "Metro did open a rail station in 2005 at the site of the Capital Centre-which unfortunately had been demolished three years earlier." 28 The inability of rail planners to successfully predict the future is illustrated by the fact that studies from 1989 through 2007 have consistently found that rail construction costs average 40 percent over the original projections. 29 Although accuracy in cost projections would seem to be a requirement for projects that cost hundreds of millions or even billions of dollars, the accuracy of rail cost projections has not improved in at least two decades. Such inaccuracies have proven disastrous for transit systems all across the country.
The general managers of transit agencies that operate rail tend to be paid far more than those of bus-only agencies. Yet higher pay does not guarantee the skills needed to manage rail. The general managers of transit agencies in Austin, Denver, Norfolk, San Jose, St. Louis, and Washington all recently resigned in the face of controversies over their handling of the rail systems. 30 Land-Use Czars: Given that planners cannot predict where people will want to travel 10 or more years from now, rail transit agencies try to become land-use czars, demanding that cities use prescriptive zoning and various subsidies to force and/or entice people to live and work near rail stations. Such transit-oriented land-use plans intrude into private property rights and impose high costs on taxpayers and homebuyers. Yet some researchers have found that this policy is "not very effective in increasing primary reliance on mass transit for commuting." 31 The fundamental problem with rail transit, other than its high cost, is that it makes no sense in today's decentralized world. With the possible exception of Manhattan, Americans do not live or work in environments dense enough to need any higher capacity transit than buses. Not only are most people spread out in single-family homes, jobs are so spread out that less than 10 percent are in central city downtowns and only another 20 to 30 percent are in suburban downtowns or other major job centers. 32 To make rail transit work, many transit agencies work with metropolitan planning 14 The general managers of six transit agencies all recently resigned in the face of controversies over their handling of rail systems.
organizations to fundamentally transform how Americans live and work. They want people to live in higher-density, mixed-use developments, often called transit-oriented developments (TODs). Yet most Americans don't want to live that way: surveys consistently show (and people's behavior confirms) that the vast majority of people aspire to live in a single-family homes with large yards. 33 Transit planners use a combination of coercion and incentives to alter people's behavior. The coercion includes urban-growth boundaries that drive up the cost of land to persuade more people to live in multi-family housing or, at least, single-family homes on small lots. This is combined with minimumdensity zoning that prevents people from building single-family homes or other lowdensity structures near rail stations.
Incentives include tax breaks, below-market land sales, and direct subsidies to developers who build high-density housing near transit stops. One recent study found that at least two-thirds of rail transit-oriented developments have received subsidies of some sort and well over half the developers benefited from capital funding or below-market land sales by local governments. 34 Comparing Tables 2 and 3 with Table 6 reveals that nearly all of the regions where rail transit has contributed to increased transit ridership have supplemented that transit with strict land-use rules. This suggests that socalled smart growth-transit improvements combined with land-use rules aimed at promoting transit-actually works-but only to a limited degree and at high costs, including forcing people to live in homes they do not prefer, reduced housing affordability, increased congestion; lost property rights, and higher taxes and/or reductions in other essential urban services such as fire, police, and schools to support rail lines and transit-oriented developments.
Crumbling Rail Infrastructure: Since the onset of the recession in late 2008, most transit agencies have been facing serious financial problems due to declining tax revenues. But many agencies with older rail transit systems were suffering continuing financial crises throughout the booming 1990s and early 2000s. The high cost of maintaining rail transit is the major reason for these perpetual crises.
A recent FTA assessment of transit systems in Boston, Chicago, New York, Philadelphia, San Francisco, and Washington found that more than a third of the rail lines "are in either marginal or poor condition, implying that these assets are near or have already exceeded their expected useful life." By comparison, less than 20 percent of the assets owned by other transit agencies were in such poor condition. 35 The FTA estimated that bringing these lines to a "state of good repair" would cost nearly $50 billion. Yet the regions studied were not even spending enough to maintain the existing state of repair, much less address the backlog. 36 Unfortunately, the report did not break down its findings by transit agency or urban area. But it did indicate that nearly 75 percent of the backlog was for heavy rail (subways and elevateds), 18 percent for commuter rail, and just over 1 percent for light rail. Although the agencies reviewed collectively operate about a fifth of all transit buses in the nation, less than 6 percent of the backlog was for buses. 37 How much should transit agencies expect to spend maintaining existing transit lines once the patina of newness rubs off? An approximate answer to this question can be gained by examining how much the agencies are actually spending and keeping in mind that the FTA estimates that they need to spend about 10 percent more just to maintain their existing condition. 38 The FTA's National Transit Database counts maintenance and rehabilitation as capital costs. The capital costs of agencies that have built little or no new track are presumably all for rehabilitation.
• Between 1992 and 2008, Chicago annually spent around $250,000 per mile (adjusted for inflation to 2008 dollars); Boston spent more than $300,000 per mile; and New York spent $500,000 per mile on their commuter-rail lines.
Despite historic subsidies, more than a third of the rail lines in six major cites are in marginal or poor condition due to inadequate maintenance. , and streetcar (SC). "Transit apartheid" refers to regions where investments in rail transit led to reduced transit service to low-income neighborhoods; "Peter Principle" refers to transit systems that have suffered large cost overruns or ridership shortfalls; "Land-Use Czars" refers to regions that have tried to boost rail ridership by imposing draconian land-use rules; and "Crumbling Infrastructure" refers to rail systems that have fallen into a state of poor repair due to deferred maintenance. This suggests that spending anything less than an average of $0.5 million per mile per year on commuter rail, $1 million per mile each year on light rail, and $2 million per mile per year on subways and elevateds will be inadequate to maintain systems after they reach 30 years old. Table 6 shows the regions where each of these stresses is most serious. See Appendix D for a region-by-region discussion of rail systems and the stresses they have placed on regional transportation networks.
Federal Incentives for Rail Transit
If rail transit is so unsuccessful, then why do so many cities want to build it? One reason is standard public-choice theory: a few powerful groups, notably rail contractors and downtown property owners, get enormous profits while everyone else pays a relatively small amount in their taxes. But this can be true for just about any public works project. What has made rail transit special is a number of incentives in federal transportation programs that reward transit agencies for selecting high-cost transit systems rather than more affordable buses.
When the federal government began funding urban transit in 1964, only about 10 American urban areas still had some form of rail transit. That number has nearly quadrupled today, and one major reason for this is incentives for rail construction built into federal funding formulas.
• First, a majority of federal transit funds are dedicated to regions with rail transit, while the remainder is divided among cities with bus transit, whether or not they have rail transit. To be eligible for the larger pot of money, transit agencies need to build their own rail lines.
• Second, in 1973 Congress allowed cities to cancel planned urban interstate freeways and apply the federal funds to transit capital improvements. Since few cities had enough money to operate all of the buses that they could purchase with the funds released by not building an interstate freeway, Portland, Oregon; Sacramento, Californa; and other cities chose rail transit as a high-cost solution that could absorb lots of federal capital dollars without imposing high operating costs. While this law was repealed in 1982, it kick-started the light-rail construction boom that has now reached at least two dozen urban areas.
• Third, other federal transit funds are also mostly dedicated to capital improvements, with only about 20 percent going for operating costs. Since the ratio of capital costs to operating costs for buses is about 1 to 4, while for rail it is closer to 4 to 1, the 4-to-1 division of federal capital and operating funds fits rail better than buses. 39
• Fourth, since 1991 federal funds for new rail construction have been in an "open bucket," which means the cities that propose the most expensive transit projects get the most money. Most other transportation funds are distributed using formulas based on population or similar state and local attributes. The open bucket promotes wasteful rail projects where buses would work as well or better at a far lower cost.
• Fifth, as previously noted, federal law requires regions to return any federal grants spent on cancelled transit projects. This makes it less expensive to claim a project is a success than to admit it is a failure.
• Finally, federal law requires transit agencies to obtain the approval of transit Federal funds for rail construction are an "open bucket," which means the cities that ask for the most wasteful projects are likely to get the biggest grants.
unions for any grant applications submitted to the federal government. While the unions are not necessarily biased in favor of rail, they tend to prefer highcost solutions over transit options that could move more people at a lower cost.
Until these incentives are changed, American cities and urban areas will continue to promote rail transit despite its high costs and negligible benefits.
Conclusions
Since around 1970, the modern rail transit boom has led American cities to spend close to $100 billion building, and billions more operating, new rail transit lines. This analysis indicates that these new lines almost always waste taxpayer dollars. Instead of providing cost-effective transportation, rail transit mainly transfers wealth from taxpayers to rail contractors, downtown property owners, and a few transit riders who prefer trains to buses.
Most of the few rail regions that enjoyed increases in per-capita ridership or transit's share of commuting supplemented rail construction with strict land-use rules that reduce housing affordability; transportation plans that deliberately increase congestion to discourage driving; and subsidies to highdensity transit-oriented developments along the rail lines. The costs of these policies are high and benefits negligible.
By almost any objective criteria-profitability, ridership, cost-efficiency, the Cable-Car Test, economic development, and the effect of rail transit on a region's transportation system as a whole-few American rail transit systems make sense. Congress should correct the perverse incentives that encourage transit agencies to choose high-cost solutions to transit problems. Transit agencies should stop building rail transit. With the possible exception of a few subway and commuter-rail lines in New York and one or two other major cities, agencies should make plans to shut down existing systems when they are worn out and would otherwise require expensive rehabilitation. Those exceptions should be maintained only if they can be locally funded, preferably out of user fees and not general taxes.
Appendix A: Nomenclature and History
Federal Transit Administration data distinguish six kinds of rail transit:
• Automated guideways, sometimes called "people movers," run, as the name implies, without a human operator. They are popular in large airports where they often provide the only public conveyance between terminals. Several cities, including Detroit; Irving, Texas; Jacksonville, Florida; and Miami, have elevated automated guideways in their downtowns. The FTA also classifies the privately financed Las Vegas monorail as an automated guideway.
• Cable cars are mechanically powered by a cable in the ground. Though once found in 30 American cities, the only remaining cable cars are in San Francisco.
• Commuter rail usually operates on tracks shared with freight trains and consists of unpowered passenger cars hauled by a diesel or electric locomotive.
• Heavy rail includes subways and elevateds and is distinguished from light rail and commuter rail in having its own exclusive right-of-way, never intersecting with auto or pedestrian traffic.
• Light rail sometimes operates in streets and sometimes on its own right of way.
• Monorail is a form of elevated transportation. As the FTA defines it, the only monorail in the United States is the Seattle monorail built as a tourist attraction for the 1962 World's Fair.
The terms "heavy" and "light" refer to capacities, not weight: Heavy-capacity rail operates exclusively in its own right of way, so
Congress should stop funding rail rehabilitation, giving transit agencies a choice between locally funding rail maintenance or shutting down rail lines as they wear out.
train length is limited only by station platform size-usually eight or ten cars long-and trains can carry up to 2,000 people. Since light-capacity rail sometimes runs in city streets, trains cannot be longer than a city block, which in most cases means a typical light-rail train cannot carry much more than about 500 people. The FTA counts all electric streetcars as a form of light rail, but this paper distinguishes between the two. As used in this paper, "light rail" refers to vehicles that are around 100 feet long and can be operated in trains of two to four cars, while "streetcar" means shorter routes using smaller vehicles operated one at a time. Vintage streetcars are older or "old-fashioned style" cars designed mainly for tourists, while modern streetcars have been built mainly for residents of trendy districts (or districts that planners hope will become trendy).
In 1910, close to 800 American cities had streetcars. Many of these lines were built as real estate promotions: developers paid for the cost of construction in order to attract homebuyers who would have otherwise considered the developments to be too far from job centers. While transit fares covered the costs of operating the lines, the fares were often not enough to pay the capital costswhich meant the lines failed to build reserves to cover the cost of reconstructing the lines when rails and equipment wore out.
Subways and elevateds were found in only the largest cities, including New York, Boston, Philadelphia, and Chicago. What is now called light-rail technology-cars around 100 feet long that could be operated in trains of several cars-were first used in 1937 to connect Berkeley and Oakland with San Francisco across the then-new Bay Bridge.
In the 1920s, competition from the automobile reduced transit profitability and nearly halted the growth of rail systems. When faced with the cost of building new rail lines or replacing aging rail infrastructure, most transit managers realized that buses that shared the costs of roads with autos were far more economical, and they steadily replaced streetcar lines with buses from the 1920s through the 1960s. After 1930, the only new rail transit construction was undertaken by government agencies.
By 1966, only eight American cities still had some form of rail transit. Yet San Francisco had begun building the Bay Area Rapid Transit system. Opened in 1972, BART has been a failure by any objective measure. It cost 50 percent more than anticipated and attracted only half the projected riders. Planners initially projected that fares would cover all of BART's operating costs and some of its capital costs. Instead, fares covered well under half of operating costs. Yet, "as a public relations enterprise," observes University of California transportation analyst Melvin Webber, it was an "unquestionable success." As a result, Webber warned, BART could "become the first of a series of multi-billion-dollar mistakes scattered from one end of the continent to the other." 40 Webber's fears proved correct. In the 1970s, the federal government subsidized BART-like heavy-rail lines in Atlanta and Washington. In the 1980s, Baltimore and Miami also built heavy-rail lines; San Diego, Portland, San Jose, Buffalo, and Sacramento built light-rail lines; and Detroit, Jacksonville, Miami, and Tampa built automated guideways.
Downtown automated guideways were so unsuccessful that Tampa dismantled its people mover in 2000, and the one in Irving operates only during lunch hours. 41 Heavy rail also proved to be far too expensive for cities that did not have extremely dense job centers. So most new rail construction in the 1990s and 2000s was light rail, which costs about half as much per mile as elevateds and as little as onetenth as much as subways. The 1990s also saw new commuter-rail lines open in Dallas-Ft. Worth, Los Angeles, the San Francisco Bay Area, Seattle, and the Maryland and Virginia suburbs of Washington, followed by lines in Nashville; Portland, Maine; Portland, Oregon; and Salt Lake City in the 2000s. At the end of 2009, rail transit lines were operating or under construction in about three dozen American urban areas, and dozens more were considering rail transit proposals.
BART was a disaster for Bay Area transit, but it was a publicrelations success, leading other cities to want their own "multibillion-dollar mistakes."

Appendix B: Data Sources
Most of the data in this report come from the Department of Transportation and the Census Bureau. Since 1960, the Census Bureau has gathered information about how commuters get to work in each decennial census and, since 2000, in the annual American Community Survey. Data for 1990, 2000, and the years since 2000 are downloadable from the Census Bureau's website. 42 Unless otherwise noted, census data in this report are for urbanized areas, not cities or metropolitan statistical areas. These census data are used to estimate the share of a region's commuters who use transit to get to work.
The Federal Transit Administration publishes the National Transit Database each year. This database includes information on ridership, passenger miles, operating and capital costs, fares, vehicle miles, vehicle rosters, energy consumption, and other pertinent transit data for every transit agency and mode of transit. Downloadable data are available back to 1991 (1992 for capital cost data) at the National Transit Database website. 43 Except for capital cost data, most of the data are available in published form dating back to 1982.
To compare transit's share of total travel, as opposed to just commuter travel, passenger miles in the National Transit Database can be compared with vehicle miles traveled in each urban area published in Highway Statistics by the Federal Highway Administration. Table HM-72 lists daily vehicle miles traveled in each urban area. 44 This is multiplied by 365 to convert to annual vehicle miles and-based on Department of Transportation surveys-by 1.6 to convert to passenger miles. 45
Appendix C: Calculating Capital and Maintenance Costs
Comparing a system's revenue from transit fares to operating costs for a given year is rela-tively straightforward. However, comparing revenue to total system cost-both operating and capital-is much more difficult. Rail transit projects have huge up-front capital costs, but after new rail lines begin operating, annual capital costs are low. About every 30 years, rail cars, track, and other rail infrastructure must be completely replaced. From a strict accounting point of view, this is a maintenance cost, but the Federal Transit Administration includes such costs with capital costs.
For transit systems that are largely more than 40 years old, such capital and maintenance costs can fluctuate tremendously from year to year. The FTA has published capital cost data by transit agency and mode for each year from 1992 through 2008. The average of these costs, after adjusting for inflation using gross domestic product price deflators, is used here as an estimate of annual capital/maintenance costs that can be counted against 2008 transit fares and other benefits in Table 1 . 46 (In many cases, this is an underestimate as many lines suffer from deferred maintenance.)
For rail transit lines that opened since 1970, actual capital costs are available from a variety of published sources (Table C-1) . These numbers are adjusted for inflation to 2009 dollars using GDP deflators.
To compare with annual data, FTA guidelines specify that capital expenses be amortized at a 7 percent discount rate over the useful life of the improvements. The FTA further specifies that rail structures, track, and signals have a useful life of 30 years, parking lots and grade crossings have a useful life of 20 years, rail cars and locomotives have a useful life of 25 years, and right of way has a useful life of 100 years. 47 Because none of the available sources have broken down costs into these categories, this paper amortizes all capital costs over 30 years.
As The following is a brief description of the rail systems in the 31 urban areas that have or are about to open commuter-, heavy-, and light-rail lines. Most people movers and streetcars are not discussed as they contribute little to personal mobility.
Albuquerque: The state of New Mexico and Albuquerque's metropolitan planning organization started a commuter-rail line in 2006 and extended it to Santa Fe in 2008. Start-up costs were $400 million and annual operating deficits are close to $20 million per year. This line received no Federal Transit Administration capital grants, so it does not appear in the National Transit Database. The trains carry less than 2,500 round trips per day, meaning a fleet of no more than two dozen buses costing less than $12 million could carry all those riders.
Atlanta: Built at around the same time and using similar technology to the Washington Metro rail system, Atlanta's rail network has been a miserable failure. First opened in 1979, ridership peaked in 1985 and then stagnated despite a rapidly growing population. From 1985 to 2008 per capita ridership fell by more than 50 percent.
Transit apartheid is a major reason for this decline. The high cost of building rail to Atlanta's middle-class suburbs led the Metropolitan Atlanta Transit Authority to triple inflation-adjusted fares since 1980, while it cut bus service to low-income, inner-city neighborhoods that provide the core of transit patronage. Budget shortfalls in 2005 forced MARTA to reduce bus service by 15 percentbut it increased rail service by 4 percent. From 1985 through 2008, the population of the Atlanta urbanized area grew by 121 percent and MARTA increased rail service by 138 percent despite its low ridership. But it increased bus service by only 8 percent. 49 Austin: Austin's Capital Metro promised to open a commuter-rail line in the spring of 2008. In a clear case of the Peter Principle, that opening has been delayed nearly two years due to poor planning, construction delays, safety problems, and disputes with its contractors. "We moved one station three times and we relocated another station twice," admitted the transit agency's CEO, Fred Gilliam. 50 Gilliam later resigned in disgrace and the rail line is still not operating. 51 "By its own admission," writes reporter Ben Wear of the American Statesman, Capital Metro "didn't know when it asked voters in 2004 for permission to build the 32-mile line how complex an undertaking it faced, or the full scope of the project, or the work and time required to fix glitches and malfunctions that would arise along the way." 52 As of the end of 2008, the line was already more than 15 percent over budget, and the cost is likely to go much higher before it is completed. 53 In 2002, Capital Metro had $200 million in the bank, as the sales taxes it collected were more than it needed to operate its bus system. To "protect" itself from politicians who might raid its cash horde or reduce its tax rate, the agency decided to build a rail line. Now, having gone over budget and not yet collected a single rail fare, it is "nearly tapped out financially and struggling to get a commuter-rail line out of the station." 54 Baltimore: Baltimore's efforts to build rail are a clear case of the Peter Principle. In 1984, the city opened a subway/elevated line that went 60 percent over budget. 55 In 1992, it opened the first stage of a light-rail line, parts of which went at least 40 percent over budget. 56 These lines greatly added to the costs of operating Baltimore transit. In 1982, Baltimore spent $180 million (in 2008 dollars) operating its bus system. 57 By 2008, it spent nearly $290 million operating its buses plus another $92 million operating its rail lines. 58 Yet rail transit did nothing for transit ridership. In 1982, as subway construction began, Baltimore buses carried more than 122 million passenger trips. By 1985, the first full year of subway operation, bus and rail ridership together had fallen below 108 million trips. In 1993, the first full year of light-rail operation, ridership was less than 101 million trips. Since 23 Austin's transit agency spent hundreds of millions of dollars on a rail line mainly to protect its now-exhausted reserve fund from being raided by other government entities.
then, despite construction of 46 more miles of light-rail and subway lines, ridership has hovered around 100 million trips per year. 59 Boston: Of cities with older rail systems, Boston has had the largest growth in transit usage over the past 25 years, reporting a 40 percent increase in ridership. However, it also is one of the biggest examples of crumbling infrastructure. "The Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority (MBTA) is in danger of collapsing under its own operating expenses and debt obligations, to the point that it can't even pay for repairs that are vital to basic safety," reported the Boston Globe in November, 2009. 60 Until 2000, the state funded the MBTA's deficits each year. To give transit officials an incentive to control costs, the 1999 legislature dedicated a 1 percent sales tax to the MBTA. But, instead of controlling costs, a 2009 assessment found that costs grew by 5 percent per year, while sales taxes fell $20 to $40 million short of expectations each year after 2004. 61 As a result, the MBTA allowed the system to fall into greater disrepair. Between 2004 and 2009, the backlog of projects needed to restore the system to a "state of good repair" grew from $2.7 to $3.2 billion and many projects critical to safety were left unfunded. Just to keep the system in its existing state of repair, D'Alessandro found, the agency would have to spend $224 million more per year on maintenance than it actually spends. 62 MBTA also dealt with rising costs by restructuring its debt. However, its total debt grew from $5.6 billion in 2001 to $8.5 billion in 2009. 63 In 2009, the agency spent $245 million, or 17 percent of its total revenues, on interest alone. 64 The 2009 state review concluded that MBTA should "slow expansion until the safety and maintenance priorities can be addressed." As the report said, "It makes little sense to continue expanding the system when the MBTA cannot maintain the existing one." 65 Buffalo: In another illustration of the Peter Principle, Buffalo's light rail cost 50 percent more than projected. 66 After it opened, transit ridership immediately dropped by about 15 percent, and continued to fall thereafter. 67 Far from revitalizing downtown, as planners hoped, light rail on Main Street has corresponded with a further decline in downtown businesses: vacancy rates increased 27 percent and property values declined 48 percent. 68 Charlotte: The Charlotte Area Transit System opened a light-rail line in late 2007 that cost more than $470 million, about 60 percent more than initial projections. 69 The system's 2008 transit ridership grew by about 10 percent, but that may have been as much due to high gas prices as to the light-rail line. It is too soon to tell how well the line will work in the long run.
Chicago: The Windy City's transit infrastructure is in worse condition than Boston's. Rail lines operated by the Chicago Transit Authority are in such poor condition that the agency is forced to run some trains at just 6 miles per hour to maintain safety. The agency says it needs $8.7 billion to bring its tracks and trains into a state of good repair, but it doesn't even have the money to maintain the tracks in their existing poor condition. 70 According to the agency's most recent review, 42 percent of CTA's bridges and 70 percent of Chicago's commuter-rail bridges are "past their useful life," meaning repairs are no longer cost effective. 71 One factor making maintenance difficult is the agency's $2.6 billion worth of debt; interest payments alone cost $176 million a year. 72 Despite the region's population growth, Chicago transit ridership has fallen since the 1980s. The entire decline has been in bus ridership as Chicago cannibalized its bus service to maintain rail. In 2008, the Chicago Transit Authority ran its buses 9 percent fewer miles than in 1983, contributing to a 35 percent decline in bus ridership. While rail ridership grew by 33 percent in that period, since there were more than twice as many bus as rail riders in 1983, the net result has been a 15 percent loss in overall transit ridership.
In an example of transit apartheid, as CTA's infrastructure crumbles, its sister agency Metra has doubled the region's com- 24 Though it continues to expand its rail system, Boston's transit agency can't even afford to pay for repairs of existing lines that are vital to public safety.
muter-rail service since 1983. But in attempting to serve suburban commuters, Chicago sacrificed its core market of inner-city bus riders, gaining 20 million commuter-rail trips but losing 180 million bus trips. The effort to attract suburban commuters out of their cars was only minimally successful. The 2000 census revealed that the Chicago urban area gained more than 500,000 new commuters since 1990, but it had lost 31,000 transit commuters. This is because virtually all of the new jobs were in the suburbs, where transit is ineffective, while the number of inner-city jobs and inner-city commuters taking transit to work both declined. 73
Cleveland: Cleveland still had a few streetcar lines when the city-owned Cleveland Transit System opened the nation's first postwar rail transit line in 1955. In the last two decades, the Greater Cleveland Regional Transit Authority has invested close to $500 million refurbishing and maintaining those lines. Yet transit ridership fell by almost 50 percent in the 1980s and has been stagnant since the early 1990s.
Dallas-Ft. Worth: Despite spending hundreds of millions on light rail and commuter rail, rail transit has had virtually no impact on the transportation habits of the region's residents. In 1990, before any rail was operating, 2.7 percent of the region's commuters took transit to work. By 2008, when the region had nearly 75 miles of rail transit, just 2.2 percent of commuters took transit to work.
Like other regions, Dallas-Ft. Worth has attempted to promote transit-oriented developments along its rail lines. Unlike regions in Oregon, California, and a few other states, Texas municipal governments can wield only carrots, not sticks, in promoting such developments, as Texas law does not allow counties to zone unincorporated areas. As a result, transit planners must rely solely on subsidies rather than urban-growth boundaries and their effects on land prices.
Denver: In 2004, Denver had one light-rail line and was building a second when it persuaded voters to approve a sales tax increase to build six new rail lines. During the campaign, Denver's Regional Transit District claimed that it built the previous lines within the planned budgets. In fact, the first light-rail line cost 28 percent more than the original projection. 74 The second line went 59 percent over its original projection. 75 They were "on budget" only because the agency increased the budget when cost overruns became apparent.
Prior to the election, rail critic Wendell Cox predicted that Denver's rail plans would go over budget. "RTD cannot deliver the whole system for anything like $4.7 billion," predicted Cox. RTD General Manager Cal Marsella immediately responded that it "absolutely can." 76 Soon after the election, RTD's projected cost of the planned rail lines grew by 68 percent (later modified to 40 percent when the recession reduced construction costs). Moreover, the sales tax revenues that were supposed to pay for construction fell well short of projections. Marsella claimed that the events that caused his agency's predictions to be wrong "could not have been foreseen." 77 But that's exactly why transit agencies should avoid projects that require impossibly accurate predictions of the distant future.
Amid growing controversies, Marsella resigned in 2009. 78 RTD now says it only has the funds to complete two or three of the six lines and, even if it could build all six lines, it won't have enough money to operate them all. 79 The agency may ask voters for another tax increase to complete all six lines. 80 Houston: Between 1995 and 2001, Houston bus ridership had experienced steady growth from 79.6 million to 99.2 million trips per year. That growth stopped when Houston began construction of its first modern lightrail line in March 2001. By 2004, when the $380 million light rail opened for business, bus ridership was down to 87.9 million trips.
Light-rail trips made up for part of the fall in bus ridership. But bus trips continued to decline, reaching 84.6 million in 2008. Total 2008 bus and rail trips were 96.4 million, less than 2001 bus trips. This actually underestimates the decline in trips, because Metro rerouted many bus routes that formerly had Soon after persuading voters to approve a tax increase to build 119 miles of new rail lines, Denver admitted that rail costs were 68 percent higher than projected and, even if it could build the lines, it couldn't afford to operate them.
downtown destinations so that they terminated at light-rail stations, forcing many riders to transfer. Transit agencies count every time someone boards a transit vehicle as a separate trip, but total personal trips (called "linked trips" in transit agency jargon) were far fewer.
A major reason for the decline in transit ridership is a reduction in bus service necessitated by the high cost of rail construction. Service had grown from 37.5 million vehicle revenue miles in 1995 to 45.0 million in 2003, but declined thereafter, falling to 39.6 million in 2008.
The opening of light-rail lines does not reduce the need for bus service as much as it changes the character of that service. Light rail replaces trunk line buses headed for major destinations such as downtowns, but most transit agencies convert those bus routes into feeder buses for the light rail. The result is that transit agencies in many cities increase bus mileage when they open light rail. When they do not, as in Houston's case, the result is a drop in ridership.
Los Angeles: Los Angeles opened its first modern light-rail line in 1990 and a subway in 1993, both of which had cost overruns of about 50 percent. To cover rail costs, the Rapid Transit District (later renamed the Metropolitan Transportation Authority) began increasing fares while it cut bus service from 92 million vehicle revenue miles in 1985 to 76 million in 1995. The result was a 21 percent drop in bus ridership. Rail ridership made up for only a fifth of this decline.
The NAACP sued MTA, arguing in effect that Los Angeles is another example of transit apartheid, with the city building rail lines to white neighborhoods but cutting bus service to black and Latino neighborhoods. An out-of-court settlement in 1996 forced MTA to improve bus service, freeze fares for a decade, and scale back its rail plans.
Total transit ridership returned to 1985 levels in 2000, and bus ridership alone returned to 1985 levels by 2006. However, fare increases at the end of the decade-long freeze contributed to a 15 percent drop in bus ridership and a 13 percent drop in total ridership in 2008. Ironically, MTA's CEO argued that the fare increase was needed so that the agency could use more of its sales tax revenues as matching funds to get federal grants to build more rail lines, suggesting a return to transit apartheid. 81 Miami: In the mid-1980s, Miami built a two-mile downtown "people mover" that went more than 100 percent over budget and a 10-mile elevated rail line that went 33 percent over budget. Miami's transit ridership has doubled since it first opened the rail lines in the mid-1980s-but almost all of that growth has been among bus riders. In 2008, buses carried more than three-fourths of Miami-Dade's transit riders.
In 2002, voters agreed to increase the sales tax to "complete the rail system" by building 89 more miles of elevated rail lines. 82 What voters didn't know was that, by 2002, Miami-Dade Transit was desperately short of the cash it needed just to maintain the existing rail lines. The agency was scheduled to overhaul the rail cars on both the people mover and the elevated lines by 1999, but it lacked the money to do so. As a result, the cars were rapidly declining and the FTA was threatening to shut down the system. Soon after the election, the transit agency contracted to repair or replace the cars, which ended up costing far more than anticipated. 83 As a result, instead of the 89 miles of new rail routes, it now appears likely that less than 10 miles of rail lines will be built. Moreover, the existing routes are now served by fewer daily trains than before the measure passed. Miami-Dade Transit had also promised to greatly expand bus service with the new tax revenues; initial expansions have since been cut back and are now only about a third of the promised levels. 84 Meanwhile, the South Florida Regional Transportation Authority (Tri-Rail) began offering commuter-rail service between Miami, Ft. Lauderdale, and West Palm Beach in 1989. In 2008, the agency spent nearly $53 million operating this service and collected less than $9 million in fares. 85 Over the life of the service,
In 2002, when Miami-Dade
Transit asked voters for funds to "complete the rail system," it failed to admit that it was desperately short of funds just to maintain the existing system.
Tri-Rail has spent nearly $1 billion on capital improvements, most of it going to doubletrack the 71-mile rail line. 86 This was supposed to allow service improvements that would attract more than 30,000 new riders each weekday. 87 Although double-tracking was completed in 2007, Tri-Rail carried just over 13,000 weekday riders in 2008, less than a third more than in 1994 before the expensive project began. 88
Minneapolis: The Hiawatha light-rail line opened in 2004 at a cost of more than $700 million, about 50 percent more than the initial projections. 89 The line increased the region's transit ridership. But, far from relieving congestion, it significantly added to it. Because transportation officials adjusted traffic signals to give preference to trains over highway vehicles, motorists on the highway parallel to the rail line found their journeys took 20 to 40 minutes longer than before the line opened. 90 Nashville: As previously noted, the Music City Star cost less than most rail lines, but the tiny number of passengers it carries each day cannot justify even this low cost.
New Orleans: The St. Charles streetcar line is the oldest continuously operated streetcar route in the world and still uses vehicles built in the 1920s. In order to boost tourism, the city added two new lines in the early 2000s-one of them just in time to be destroyed by Hurricane Katrina. The lines did nothing for local transit ridership, which steadily declined in the years before Katrina.
New York: New York transit systems carry more trips each year than the transit systems of the next 15 largest urban areas, and almost twice as many rail trips as all other rail transit systems in the nation combined. Even some of the severest critics of rail transit call New York transit a success. 91 Yet a look at the transit system's finances once again raises the question, "How do you define success?" New York City's Metropolitan Transportation Authority rail infrastructure was in dire straights in the early 1980s, when "a third of the fleet was typically out of service during the morning rush hours, cars broke down or caught fire, trains derailed on hazardous track, and graffiti covered virtually every car." 92 Despite improvements from those dark days, only about two-thirds of the system's multi-billiondollar annual maintenance needs are funded. 93 Even if fully funded, some parts of the system would not reach a state of good repair until 2028. 94 The agency gets much of its funds from toll bridges that cross into Manhattan and a real estate transfer tax. To provide more, the legislature approved five new taxes in 2009, including a payroll tax (which it called a "mobility tax" even though it was imposed on people who work at home). 95 Yet these taxes are only expected to raise $1.9 billion in 2010, which is barely enough to cover MTA's operating deficit, much less fill its maintenance gap.
As one MTA official recently admitted, "there will never be 'enough money.'" 96 Even as MTA struggles to bring its system into a state of good repair, it is spending billions of dollars expanding the system. This includes two of the world's most expensive transportation projects: first, the Second Avenue Subway, which is projected to cost more than $17 billion for 8.5 miles of subway located just two blocks from an existing parallel subway line. 97 Second is the Long Island Railroad East Side Access, which extends Long Island commuter trains two miles to Grand Central Station at a cost of $7.6 billion. 98 The New York urban area is also served by many other transit agencies, the largest of which is New Jersey Transit, which is spending billions of dollars on new light-rail lines. While New Jersey Transit bus fares covered more than 100 percent of their operating costs in 2008, the agency's Hudson-Bergen light rail covers only 17 percent of its operating costs out of fares.
Norfolk: Hampton Roads Transit is the latest agency to discover the Peter Principle of rail transit. In 2003, the agency said it could build a 7.4-mile light-rail line for $232 million (2009 dollars) and open it for business by mid-2008. 99 It is currently not expected to open until 2011 at a cost as high as $340 million. 100 In January 2010, the agency's CEO agreed to retire after being told to "resign or 27 One New York transit official recently admitted that "there will never be enough money" to keep the system in good repair. be fired" due to the delays and cost overruns. 101 Philadelphia: The Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation Authority (SEPTA) operates the nation's fourth-largest rail transit system. Perennially short of funds, these rail lines-like those in Boston and Chicago-are suffering from deferred maintenance. As recently as 2007, SEPTA was forced to transfer $27 million of funds from its capital budget to cover its operating deficit, and also spent all of the $79 million of state "flexible" (available for either capital or operating expenses) funds on operating costs. 102 Like Boston's transit system before 2000, SEPTA-which depends on the state for nearly half its funding-was funded by the legislature on a year-to-year basis. But in 2007, the state dedicated a share of sales taxes to SEP-TA in the hope that this would help SEPTA bring its system into a state of good repair.
Like Boston, SEPTA soon learned that having a dedicated tax base does not assure financial prosperity, as sales taxes are particularly likely to decline during a recession. 103 Not only were revenues down, but the Transport Workers Union went on a six-day strike, demanding that its members get "their share" of the dedicated sales tax. 104 As a result, SEPTA is likely to continue deferring maintenance at least through the end of the recession. 105 Phoenix: In 1998, Valley Metro projected that it could build a 13-mile light-rail line for $509 million (in 2009 dollars). By the time the line opened the last days of 2008, the cost had ballooned to $1.5 billion for 20 milesan 88 percent increase in per-mile costs. Considering that transit carries only 0.6 percent of travel in this auto-oriented region, this line is not likely to do much for the region's transportation system. Pittsburgh: One of the few cities that did not dismantle all of its streetcar lines, Pittsburgh upgraded its surviving lines to light-rail standards in the 1980s and 1990s. Pittsburgh also built some exclusive bus lanes that were nearly as expensive as new light-rail lines. These improvements did little to stop the decline in transit ridership, which has fall-en by nearly 30 percent since 1982. Now the city, which seems to think it can promote economic recovery by building rail infrastructure, is spending $550 million on a 1.2-mile extension of its light-rail system called the North Shore Connector. 106 Portland, Oregon: Heavy investments in rail transit and draconian land-use policies have made Portland one of the few cities that can honestly say rail transit increased per capita transit ridership. To promote compact development and reduce per capita driving, most of Oregon is zoned so strictly that people are not allowed to build homes on their own land unless they own at least 80 acres and earn at least $40,000 to $80,000 (depending on soil productivity) per year farming it. 107 Inside the growth boundaries, Portland and other cities have rezoned dozens of neighborhoods for high-density development. In many cases, zoning was so strict that, if someone's single-family home burned down, they would be required to replace it with multifamily housing. 108 Although this resulted in rapidly rising land prices, developers failed to build transitoriented developments along Portland's rail lines. So Portland began offering a variety of subsidies, most of them paid for through taxincrement financing. To date, Portland has spent nearly $3 billion building light-rail lines and nearly $2 billion subsidizing developments along the light rail and Portland's streetcar.
The results have been mixed. While transit ridership has increased since 1990, rail transit still carries less than 1 percent of the region's passenger travel. Moreover, transit's share of commuting declined between 2000 and 2007.
In fact, Census Bureau data indicate that the absolute number of transit commuters shrank from about 58,000 in 2000 to 57,000 in 2007 while the number of auto commuters grew by about 66,000. 109 Surveys of one of the Portland area's largest transit-oriented developments reveal that residents use transit a little more than people in other neighborhoods-but not for commuting. 110 Many transit-oriented devel- 28 To date, Portland has spent nearly $3 billion building light-rail lines and nearly $2 billion subsidizing developments along the light rail and streetcar lines.
opments have struggled, and research by the Cascade Policy Institute's John Charles has shown that the key to success is plenty of parking; those with inadequate parking tend to have high vacancy rates. 111 In a very real sense, then, successful developments are not even transit oriented.
Sacramento: In the mid-1970s, Sacramento decided to build light rail instead of freeways. At the time, "traffic congestion was essentially non-existent," but transportation planners hoped that "lack of road building and the resulting congestion" would encourage many people to substitute transit for driving. 112 One part of their plan succeeded: Since 1982, traffic congestion has octupled. 113 But in other respects, planners admit, the plan has "not worked out." "Despite a focus on luring drivers out of their autos," surveys show that most transit riders lack access to an auto, while drivers avoided congestion by finding alternative routes. Efforts to use light rail to shape the region's growth patterns also failed: both housing and jobs have continued to sprawl into areas not served by the rail lines. 114 Yet the region's latest transportation plan still emphasizes transit and manipulating land-use patterns to make the region more transit oriented. Transit carries less than 0.8 percent of the region's motorized travel, yet the 2006 transportation plan "gives first priority to expanding the transit system, more than doubling light rail mileage." 115 The plan also dedicates $500 million to promote "mixed use and compact development" along the rail lines, attempting to enlarge the market for transit ridership. 116 Much of this is urban renewal funds originally dedicated to curing "urban blight" but now being used to socially engineer new development to promote transit and discourage auto driving. 117 To further support this goal, the California legislature passed a law requiring all new state offices to locate within a half mile of a rail stop. 118 Some claim that Sacramento's transit-oriented development program is "a model for the nation." 119 But planners admit the landuse components of the region's transporta-tion plan "cannot be evaluated for effectiveness yet." 120 Their models project that the addition of transit-oriented developments to their transportation plan could reduce driving by up to 9 percent. 121 But this has yet to be verified, and many transportation experts believe that transit-oriented development works mainly through "self-selection." That is, people who want to take transit will tend to locate in such developments, but the developments themselves have little effect on overall regional transportation habits. 122 Salt Lake City: The Utah Transit Authority opened its first modern light-rail line in 1999 and began commuter-rail service in 2008. Ridership data suggest that light rail pirated many passengers away from buses; rail carried 6.1 million riders in its first full year of operation, while buses carried 6.3 million fewer riders that year than in the year before light rail opened. The Utah Transit Authority recently admitted that it has been overestimating lightrail ridership by 20 percent or more. 123 A Utah state auditor found that regional transportation planners "cooked the books" to bias costeffectiveness analyses in favor of more rail operations. 124 San Diego: If any new rail transit system in the nation deserves to be called a success, it is San Diego's. Per capita transit ridership and the share of the region's commuters using transit have both grown since the region opened its first light-rail line in 1981. And the transit system has achieved these gains at a remarkably low cost: San Diego's subsidies per passenger mile are second lowest among the nation's major transit systems.
Like Portland, San Diego paired its rail lines with strict land-use policies that encouraged denser development in the region's core and discouraged development at the periphery. 125 San Diego has also used tax-increment financing and other subsidies to promote dense, mixed-use transit-oriented developments along the region's growing rail network.
It is likely that these land-use policies have contributed to the growth of transit ridership, but at enormous hidden costs. One of the largest costs is housing. Median housing 29 A state auditor found that Salt Lake City transportation planners "cooked the books" to bias the analyses in favor of more rail construction.
prices were a little more than twice median family incomes in 1969. 126 By 2006 they were more than eight times median family incomes, making single-family homes unaffordable to all but the very wealthy. 127 A second hidden cost is the reduced urban services due to the inability of the city and region to serve increased densities. After the 1979 plan promoted rapid infill development in the region's core, "sewer breakdowns became commonplace" and by 1990 the city estimated "it would cost over $1 billion to make up the infrastructure shortfall." 128 A third hidden cost is traffic congestion, which increased by nine times as the region pursued the policy of emphasizing transit over highways. 129 Three decades of imposing these costs on the region have contributed to transit growth, yet transit remains an insignificant form of travel in the San Diego urban area. Transit carried just 3.8 percent of commuters to work in 2008 (up from 3.5 percent in 1980), and just 1.5 percent of overall motorized travel in 2007 (up from 1.4 percent in 1982).
San Francisco-Oakland: The San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) system has become a giant money sink for the region. Unlike regions whose rail and bus systems are run by the same agencies, BART is separate from Bay Area bus agencies and effectively competes with those agencies for funds. A member of the Alameda Contra Costa (AC) Transit Board has called BART a "vampire" because it "sucks the lifeblood out of every transit agency with which it comes in contact." 130 Decisions about the distribution of federal and state transit funds to the various agencies are made by the Metropolitan Transportation Commission. The MTC has been sued by lowincome advocates for transit apartheid, for funding BART to wealthy suburbs while denying funds to low-cost bus improvements in low-income neighborhoods. 131 Between 1982 and the present, the region's bus service, measured in vehicle revenue miles, declined by 20 percent, which contributed to a 37 percent decline in bus ridership. This decline is greater than the increase in BART ridership, so overall transit ridership fell by 14 percent.
In 2003, BART opened a new line in San Mateo County, with the agreement that San Mateo Transit (SamTrans) would cover the operating losses of the new line. Those losses proved to be much higher than expected, forcing SamTrans to reduce bus service by more than 10 percent, leading to an 8 percent loss in ridership.
San Jose: Silicon Valley's first light-rail line opened in 1988, and a second in 2000. 132 Since then, the Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority (VTA) has been planning more light rail and an extension of the San Francisco BART system to San Jose.
These plans were put on hold when the dot-com crash resulted in reduced sales tax revenues in 2001. VTA was unable to keep its existing system running while meeting its $400 million debt obligations, much less build any new lines. Even after diverting some of the sales tax that was supposed to be dedicated to capital improvements to fund its operations, VTA was forced to reduce both bus and rail service by 20 percent. This contributed to a 34 percent loss in transit ridership between 2001 and 2005, less than a third of which has been recovered since then.
Despite these financial problems, VTA still plans to fund the BART extension even though the environmental impact report for the line projected that it would not take enough cars off of any highway segment to increase rush-hour travel speeds by even 1 mile per hour. 133 In its 2001 regional transportation plan, the San Francisco Bay Area Metropolitan Transportation Commission found that the BART San Jose extension would be so expensive that it would cost more than $100 for every new transit ride it would produce. By comparison, the average cost per new transit ride of bus improvements was less than $7, and some were less than $1. 134 VTA's insistence on building this rail line combined with its financial ineptitude in managing its bus and light-rail system has led transit expert Tom Rubin to call it "the worst transit operator in the U.S." "I have never found any agency that is so consistently either one of the worst or, commonly, the absolute worst, on every single metric as VTA," says Rubin. 135 
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BART, says one transit advocate, is a "vampire" that "sucks the lifeblood out of every [other] transit agency" in the Bay Area. Seattle: In an example of the Peter Principle, transit officials admitted they had grossly underestimated costs soon after Seattle voters approved the region's first light-rail line in 1996. The Central Puget Sound Transit Authority (Sound Transit) decided to build an exclusive right of way for most of the length of the rail line, thus combining the low capacities of light rail with the high costs of heavy rail. The 14-mile line finally opened in 2009 at a cost of $2.1 billion, making it the highest costper-mile light-rail line ever built-a dubious achievement the agency expects to beat with its next rail line.
Sound Transit also spent an incredible $1.1 billion on a commuter-rail service that started in 2000. The commuter line attracted far fewer riders than projected, and Sound Transit ended up selling 47 out of the 75 cars it purchased for the trains.
St. Louis: Opening in 1993 after a mere 22 percent cost overrun, the region's first light-rail line initially attracted many new riders. 136 Between 2001 and 2008, however, St. Louis added several extensions to its lightrail system that were less successful: the new lines generated no new rail riders but were accompanied by a decline in bus ridership. Total transit ridership in 2008 was less than in 1998, before any of the extensions opened.
Construction of the new lines led to an unusual degree of rancor between St. Louis' transit agency, Metro, and its contractors. The two filed lawsuits and countersuits over cost overruns that-after the longest jury trial in St. Louis history-the agency ultimately lost, costing Metro millions of dollars in legal fees and claims by the contractors. 137 This left the agency unable to meet its debt and pension obligations and resulted in the forced resignation of Metro's general manager, Larry Salci. 138 Bus ridership declined for a simple reason: bus service declined. Between 1995 and 2008, vehicle revenue miles of bus service declined by 15 percent, contributing to a 25 percent drop in bus ridership.
Partly to recover from the lawsuit and partly to get its rail construction program going again, Metro asked voters for a halfcent sales-tax increase in November 2008. Supporters outspent opponents by 500 to 1, yet the measure received only 48 percent of the vote. 139 For the moment, St. Louis Metro has no firm plans to expand its rail system. Washington: In 1962, the initial planners of the Washington Metrorail system projected that a 103-mile system would cost $793 million (about $4.6 billion in 2009 dollars) and that fares would cover all of the operating costs and more than 75 percent of the capital costs. 140 In an early example of transit apartheid, planners deliberately routed the initial lines away from low-income neighborhoods that, they believed, would not be able to pay enough fares to recover capital costs. As it turned out, the actual construction costs of the 103-mile system were nearly four times greater than anticipated, and fares cover only about 60 percent of operating costs and no capital costs.
Federal taxpayers paid most of the construction cost. Local governments subsidize the operations. But today, more than 30 years after the first rail lines opened, no one has allocated funds to rebuild the Metrorail system, which is why it suffers frequent breakdowns and why maintenance failures led to the deaths of nine people in an accident in June 2009. 141 Aside from the crash, the Metrorail system suffers from a variety of routine problems, including broken rails, smoke in the tunnels requiring train evacuations, and malfunctioning elevators and escalators at train stations, all of which can be traced to Metro's lack of funding for maintenance. In January 2010, Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority general manager John Catoe announced he would "take the fall" for the agency's problems by resigning. 142 Despite WMATA's inability to maintain its rail system, the federal government granted $900 million toward the first stage of a $5.2 billion, 23-mile Metrorail extension to Dulles Airport. This project is being built by the Metropolitan Washington Airports Authority, but WMATA will be saddled with the costs of operations and maintenance.
Though Washington
Metrorail's initial planners predicted fares would cover all operating costs and 75 percent of capital costs, in fact they barely cover 60 percent of operating costs and no capital costs.
